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Inland deliveries of petroleum products in 1991 
In 1991, deliveries of petroleum products within the Community(!) amounted to approximately 469,4 
million tonnes, 2,2 % up on the previous year (459,4 million tonnes). 
The situation regarding the main products is as follows·: 
a slight increase ( + 1,7%) in deliveries of residual fuel oil; 
almost a standstill ( +0,5) in motor fuels after several years' rise; 
an increase of 4% in deliveries of gas oil and diesel oil. This increase is more or less equally 
divided between derv fuel at 3,7%, representing 88,2 million tonnes, and heating oil at 4,3%. 
The main trends in the various countries were as follows : 
there is a general rise in total deliveries except in Spain (-1 % ) and Italy (-1, 8 % ) . among other 
things, this is due to a drop in consumption of residual fuel oil in these countries (-4, 7 % and 
-6,8 % respectively); 
as regards Gemany after reunification (i.e. after 3.10.1990) delivery figures are as follows : all 
products : 126,5 mio t; motor fuels : 31,7 mio t; gas oil 59,9 mio t; residual fuel oil : 8,6 mio t. 
( 1) For reasons of continuity of data, Germany is considered to be the territory of West Germany 
before reunification (3.10.1990) unless otherwise stated. 
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INLANDSLIEFERUNGEN INLAND DELIVERIES LIVRAISONS INTERIEURES 1000 T 1000 T 1000 T 
ALLE HINERALOELERZEUGNISSE ALL PETROLEUM PRODUCTS TOUS PRODUITS PETROLIERS 
1989 454013 402166 17203 8370 101899 11356 40549 80435 3715 85637 1444 19649 11298 72458 1990 459396 407498 17286 8112 106350 11303 40864 79481 4199 85701 1583 20328 ll034 73155 1991 469403 417676 18132 8264 109398 12133 40453 84520 4419 84167 1845 20627 ll274 74171 
1990/89 \ 1,2 1,3 0,5 -3,1 4,4 -0,5 0,8 -1,2 13,0 0,1 9,6 3,5 -2,3 1,0 1991/90 \ 2,2 2,5 4,9 1. 9 2,9 7,3 
-1,0 6,3 5,2 -1 , 8 16,6 1. 5 2,2 1,4 
darunter: among which: dont: 
MOTORENBENZIN MOTOR SPIRIT ESSENCES MOTEUR 
1989 102772 93748 2878 1528 26430 2329 7763 18525 881 12896 377 3973 1261 23931 1990 104966 95605 2731 1609 27317 2435 7994 18255 885 13668 411 3988 1367 24306 1991 105524 95708 2699 1702 26750 2502 8334 17909 905 14816 485 3918 1482 24022 
1990/89 \ I 2,1 2,0 -5,1 5,3 3,4 4,6 3,0 -1,5 0,5 6,0 9,0 0,4 8,4 1,6 1991/90 \ 0,5 0,1 -1,2 5,8 -2,1 2,8 4,3 
-1.9 2,3 8,4 18,0 -1,8 8,4 
-1. 2 
PETROLEUM/FLUGTURBINENKRAFTSTOFFE KEROSENES AND JET FUELS PETROLE LAHPANT ET CARBUREACTEURS 
1989 26163 23274 830 760 4694 993 2328 3604 352 2278 107 1610 561 8046 
1990 27256 23993 996 798 4850 1015 2681 3767 382 2243 130 1654 582 8158 
1991 27196 23973 1021 672 4833 1050 2613 3709 352 2423 133 1773 610 8007 
1990/89 \ 4,2 3,1 20,0 5,0 3,3 2,2 15,2 4,5 8,5 -1,5 21 , 5 2,7 3,7 1,4 1991/90 \ -0,2 -0,1 2,5 -15,8 -0,4 3,4 -2,5 -1,5 -7,9 8,0 2,3 7,2 4,8 -1,9 
DIESELKRAFTST. O. DESTILLAT HEIZOELE GAS/DIESEL OIL GASOIL ET FUEL-OIL FLUIDE 
1989 165996 149970 8251 4434 45933 4394 13617 33516 1503 27216 652 5630 2409 18441 1990 170634 153980 8402 4242 49353 4415 14149 34516 1685 26194 757 5719 2505 18697 1991 177515 160798 8797 4379 53158 4757 14075 36767 1760 25576 931 5973 2642 18700 
1990/89 \ 2,8 2,7 1,8 -4,3 7,4 0,5 3,9 3,0 12,1 -3,8 16,1 1,6 4,0 1 ,4 1991/90 \ 4,0 4,4 4,7 3,2 7,8 7,7 
-o ,5 6,5 4,5 -2,4 23,0 4,4 5,5 
RUECKSTANDSHEIZOELE RESIDUAL FUEL-OIL FUEL-OIL RESIDUEL 
1989 71013 59894 2047 1003 6418 2735 6767 7711 744 27780 268 415 4352 10773 1990 68072 58262 1838 896 6327 2616 6057 6557 957 26786 245 304 3753 11736 1991 69236 59433 2067 970 6235 2877 5773 8392 1139 24952 258 314 4030 12229 
1990/89 \ 
-4,1 -2,7 -10,2 -10,7 -1,4 -4,4 -10,5 -15,0 28,6 -3,6 -8,6 -26,7 -13,8 8,9 1991/90 \ 1,7 2,0 12,5 8,3 -1,5 10,0 -4,7 28,0 19,0 -6,8 5,3 3,3 7,4 4,2 
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